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ASTROPHYSICAL S(0)-FACTORS FOR THE 3He(α, γ)7Be,
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Astrophysical S-factors at zero energy for the direct nuclear capture
reactions 3He(α, γ)7Be, 3H(α, γ)7Li, and 7Be(p, γ)8B are estimated within
the framework of a two-body potential cluster model on the basis of extranu-
clear capture approximation of Baye and Brainis. The values of S(0)-factors
have been calculated using two different potential models for each process,
which were adjusted to the binding energies and empirical values of the
asymptotical normalization coefficients from the literature. New values of
S(0)-factors have been obtained.
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1. Introduction

Determination of the low-energy values of the astrophysical S-factor for
the direct radiative capture reactions d(α, γ)6Li, 3He(α, γ)7Be, 3H(α, γ)7Li,
and 7Be(p, γ)8B, especially at E = 0, plays an important role in nuclear as-
trophysics in the both Standard Solar and Big Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN)
models [1, 2]. The calculation of S(0) is carried out only with the help
of theoretical approaches, since the direct experimental measurements of
the cross section at ultralow energies are not possible due to very small
values of the cross section. In particular, for the first capture reaction at
energies of 10 keV, the cross section is of the order of nanobarns. As it is
well-known, the α + d → 6Li + γ synthesis process is the main source of
the 6Li isotope in a period of primordial nucleosynthesis. For this reason,
investigating the α+d → 6Li+γ synthesis is of great interest within the ex-
perimental [3–7] and theoretical studies [8–10]. The direct capture processes
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3He(α, γ)7Be and 3H(α, γ)7Li present the main source of the primordial 7Li
element [11]. All the above-mentioned reactions are directly related to the
cosmological lithium problem [12]. Moreover, the processes 3He(α, γ)7Be
and 7Be(p, γ)8B are essential for the estimation of neutrino fluxes from the
Sun [1, 2]. In the present work, we extend the theoretical model previously
developed in Refs. [11, 13–16] for the determination of zero energy astrophys-
ical S-factor on the basis of extranuclear capture approximation as proposed
in Refs. [17, 18]. The aim of the present work is to determine the values
of the S(0)-factor for the 3He(α, γ)7Be, 3H(α, γ)7Li, and 7Be(p, γ)8B direct
nuclear capture reactions within the framework of two-body potential cluster
model. The method can be extended to the direct capture process d(α, γ)6Li
within the “exact mass prescription”. However, the last case presents only
the methodical interest since the isospin-forbidden E1 astrophysical S-factor
of the d(α, γ)6Li process can be described only within the three-body model,
but not in the two-body model [9].

2. Theoretical model

In fact, the experimental measurements and theoretical approaches de-
fine the cross sections of the process. However, in the capture process which
involves light nuclei, the cross section decreases exponentially when the en-
ergy tends to zero. Therefore, in the low-energy nuclear astrophysics, the
astrophysical S-factors are used. This quantity is expressed with the help
of the cross section as [13, 19]

S(E) =
∑
lfJf

SlfJf (E) = E exp(2πη)
∑
lfJf

∑
liJi

∑
λ

σΩλ
liJi→lfJf

(E) , (1)

where li, Ji (lf , Jf) are the orbital and the total angular momenta of the ini-
tial (final) states, respectively, η is the Zommerfeld parameter, Ω = E or M
(electric or magnetic transition), λ is a multiplicity of the transition. For
the above radiative capture reactions, the electric dipole E1 and quadrupole
E2 transitions contributions are dominant in the cross section. Thus, the
cross sections for the electric transitions of the radiative capture process is
expressed as [17, 19]

σEλ
liJi→lfJf

(E) =
8π e2µ

ℏc
k2λ+1
γ

k3
NEλ [Iif(E)]2 , (2)

where k =
√
2µE/ℏc is the wave number of the colliding particles relative

motion, µ is the reduced mass of the clusters involved in the capture process.
kγ = Eγ/ℏc is the wave number of the photon corresponding to energy
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Eγ = Eth + E, where Eth is the threshold energy and NEλ is

NEλ =

[
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(
A2

A

)λ

+ Z2

(
−A1

A

)λ
]2

λ(λ+ 1)[λ][li][Ji][Jf ]

([λ]!!)2 [S1][S2]

×
(
C lf0
λ0li0

)2
{

Ji li S
lf Jf λ

}2

. (3)

The parameters A1, A2 are mass numbers of the clusters in the entrance
channel, A = A1 + A2, S1, S2 are spins of the clusters, S is a spin of
reaction channel. We also use short-hand notations [S] = (2S + 1) and
[λ]!! = (2λ+ 1)!!. The overlap integral is given as

Iif(E) =

∞∫
0

u
(lfSJf)
E (r)rλu(liSJi)(E, r)dr , (4)

where u(lfSJf)E (r) and u(liSJi)(E, r) are final bound and initial scattering wave
functions, respectively.

At the next step, we determine the zero energy astrophysical S(0)-factor.
In order to distinguish energy-dependent parts of the astrophysical S-factor,
we introduce modified scattering functions [17]

ũ(liSJi)(E, r) = E1/2 exp (πη)u(liSJi)(E, r) , (5)

where E1/2 = k ℏc√
2µ

is the kinetic energy of the relative motion. When E

tends to zero, consequently η also tends to infinity, and the regular Fl and
irregular Gl Coulomb wave functions become unusable. Therefore, the radial
scattering wave function is normalized with the help of the rescaled Coulomb
functions Fl and Gl [18] as

ũ(liSJi)(E, r) →
r→∞

cos δ(liSJi)(E)Fl(E, r) +
2

π
exp(2πη) sin δ(liSJi)(E)Gl(E, r) ,

(6)
where, δliSJi(E) is the phase shift in the (l, S, J)th partial wave. This nor-
malization provides that ũ(liSJi)(E, r) has a finite limit when E tends to zero
[17, 18]. It will be convenient to make use of a function of the phase shift
δliSJi(E) defined as

DliSJi(E) =
2

π
[exp(2πη)− 1] tan δliSJi(E) (7)

which also has a finite limit when E → 0 [18]. Taking into account that,
at the ultralow energy, the phase shift δliSJi(E) is very small and satisfies
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the condition exp(−2πη) ≪ 1, the asymptotic form (6) of the radial wave
function becomes

ũ(liSJi)(E, r) →
r→∞

Fl(E, r) +DliSJi(E)Gl(E, r) , (8)

which remains finite at E = 0.
Finally, we can rewrite the expression for the zero energy astrophysical

S(0)-factor in the form of [17, 18]

S(0) =
1

2
αℏc

(
Eth

ℏc

)2λ+1

NEλ [Iif(0)]
2 , (9)

where α is the fine-structure constant. The zero energy overlap integral is
given as

Iif(0) =

∞∫
0

u
(lfSJf)
E (r)rλũ(liSJi)(0, r)dr , (10)

where

ũ(liSJi)(0, r) →
r→∞

F0
l (r) +DliSJi(0)G

0
l (r) . (11)

Using the above equations, one is able to estimate the astrophysical S(0)-fac-
tor of the above capture processes within the two-body cluster model.

3. Results and discussion

Calculations of the cross section and astrophysical S(0)-factor have been
performed under the same conditions as in Refs. [11, 13–16]. The Schrödinger
equation in the entrance and exit channels is solved with the two-body cen-
tral nuclear potentials of the Gaussian form [8] with the corresponding point-
like Coulomb potential for the α+ d and p+ 7Be systems as in [8, 20]. For
synthesis of 3He + α and 3H + α, the spherical form of Coulomb potential
have been used. For consistency, we use the same model parameters as
in the aforementioned paper [13]: ℏ2/2 [a.m.u.] = 20.7343 MeV fm2. The
Coulomb parameter RC = 3.095 fm for the spherical form of potential [11].
The mass number corresponding to the first A1 particle is md = 2.0 a.m.u.,
m3He = m3H = 3.0 a.m.u., mp = 1.007 276 4669 a.m.u., and the mass num-
ber A2 of the second particle is mα = 4.0 a.m.u., m7Be = 7.014735 a.m.u.,
respectively.
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It should be noted that for the calculations of the α + d capture re-
action, we use the “exact mass” prescription in the two-body model. As
was noted in Introduction, this case is of methodical interest, since real-
istic estimates of the isospin-forbidden E1 S-factor can be obtained only
within the three-body model [9, 11, 14, 15]. Thus, within the assump-
tion of the “exact mass” prescription, the exact experimental mass values
md = A1 = 2.013553212724 a.m.u. and mα = A2 = 4.001506179127 a.m.u.
[8] are used.

The obtained S(0)-factor values for the above capture processes are
strongly dependent on the value of the asymptotical normalization coeffi-
cient (ANC). The values of ANC of the α + d → 6Li virtual transition and
astrophysical S(0)-factors of the direct d(α, γ)6Li capture process are pre-
sented in Table 1 for the two potential models VD [8] and VM [13]. The
initial potential VD yields a value of Cαd = 2.53 fm−1/2 for the ANC. The
modified potential VM yields Cαd = 2.31 fm−1/2, which is more consistent
with the empirical value of ANC, Cαd = 2.32± 0.11 fm−1/2 extracted from
the experimental data in Ref. [21].

Table 1. The values of ANC for the α+d → 6Li virtual transition and corresponding
astrophysical S(0)-factors of the direct d(α, γ)6Li capture reaction.

Model Cαd [fm−1/2] S(0) [MeV nb]
VD 2.53 1.53
VM 2.31 1.26

In Table 2, the values of ANC for the ground p3/2 and the first excited
p1/2 bound states of the 7Be(= 3He + α) and 7Li(= 3H+ α) nuclei and cal-
culated results for corresponding astrophysical S(0)-factors are given within
two potential models V n

D and V n
M1 [11, 15]. The parameters of these potential

models are given in Ref. [15].

Table 2. Values of ANC for the ground p3/2 and first excited p1/2 bound states of
the 7Be and 7Li nuclei and corresponding astrophysical S(0)-factors.

Reaction Model Cp3/2
[fm−1/2] Cp1/2

[fm−1/2] S(0) [keV b]

3He(α, γ)7Be
V n
D 4.34 3.71 0.56

V n
M1 4.79 4.24 0.58

3H(α, γ)7Li
V n
D 3.72 3.12 0.10

V n
M1 4.10 3.55 0.09
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These models differ from each other only with values of ANC for the
bound states of 7Be and 7Li nuclei. They have been adjusted to the values of
ANC extracted from the analysis of the low-energy experimental astrophysi-
cal S-factors of the 3He(α, γ)7Be and 3H(α, γ)7Li reactions in Refs. [22, 23].
The obtained theoretical estimations of the zero energy S(0)-factor for the
3He(α, γ)7Be process with the potentials V n

D and V n
M1 are very consistent

with the new data S(0) = 0.56± 0.04 keV b of the Solar Fusion II Collabo-
ration [1]. In addition, obtained results for the 3H(α, γ)7Li capture process in
the frame of the proposed couple of potential models are in good agreement
with the result S(0) = 0.10± 0.02 keV b of the NACRE Collaboration [19].

In Table 3, the values of ANC for the bound state of the 8B(= p+ 7Be)
nucleus and calculated results for corresponding astrophysical S(0)-factors
are given for two potential models VD and VM from Ref. [16], where the full
set of parameters of these potential models is given. As can be seen from
the table, the obtained theoretical estimates for the zero energy S(0)-factor
of the 7Be(p, γ)8B process are consistent with the new data S(0) = 20.8 ±
2.10 eV b of the Solar Fusion II Collaboration [1].

Table 3. The values of ANC for the p + 7Be → 8B virtual transition and corre-
sponding astrophysical S(0)-factors of the direct 7Be(p, γ)8B capture reaction.

Model Cαd [fm−1/2] S(0) [eV b]
VD 0.70 18.32
VM 0.73 19.61

4. Conclusions

In the present work, the zero energy astrophysical S-factors for the
3He(α, γ)7Be, 3H(α, γ)7Li, and 7Be(p, γ)8B radiative capture reactions have
been estimated in the framework of the two-body potential cluster model on
the basis of extranuclear capture approximation [17, 18]. For the astrophys-
ical S(0)-factors of the 3He(α, γ)7Be, 3H(α, γ)7Li, and 7Be(p, γ)8B capture
reactions, the obtained estimates are consistent with new data sets of the
Solar Fusion II and NACRE collaborations.

The authors acknowledge Prof. Daniel Baye for useful discussions and
valuable advice.
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